
Selfie Stick Insta360 Extended Edition (3m) Ref: 6970357852611
Selfie Stick Insta360 Extended Edition (3m)

Carbon telescopic jib/Selfie stick Insta360 (3 m)
The Insta360 selfie stick will help you create even more interesting footage from an unusual perspective. It has a maximum length of up
to 3 metres, so you can easily capture everything you want in the frame. The improved foldable design means you can carry it with you
at all times. The product is compatible with many Insta360 camera models.
 
Boost your creativity
Experience how easy it is to create unconventional footage. The Insta360 Selfie Stick automatically disappears when recording videos or
taking photos. So you can easily take a selfie with a group of friends and the stick will be completely invisible. 
 
Capture everything you want
Now you can easily fit everything you want into the frame. The selfie stick allows you to adjust its length from 36 cm to up to 3 metres.
This makes it easy for you to capture a group of friends in a photo or to create spectacular shots while snowboarding. 
 
Designed for your comfort
The device stands out for its compact and lightweight design - it weighs just 365 g. When folded, the selfie stick will not take up much
space in your backpack or bag. So you can take it with you wherever you go. The soft handle will provide you with a secure grip while
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recording,  as  well  as  unparalleled  comfort.  What's  more,  the  carbon  boom  is  equipped  with  a  universal  1/4  "  thread,  so  you  can
successfully attach it to most devices, including Insta360 X3 or ONE R cameras.
 
Manufacturer
Insta360
Model
DINEESS/B
Weight
365 g
Minimum length
36 cm
Maximum length 
3 m
Compatibility
X3 / ONE RS / ONE X2 / ONE R / ONE X / ONE

Preço:

€ 148.01

Fotografia, Video, Cameras, Insta360
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